
STRONG DICTATORSHIP VS WEAK DEMOCRACY

A strong, benevolent dictator is far better than a weak democracy. .. In what way a dictatorship government is better
than democracy?.

And the thing that makes me laugh is the Price of Goods and cheap groceries but the country's debt to swell.
Given that inter-group inequality, and social instability require a centralization of decisions, and given that
special crisis as natural disasters require rapid decision making and the diminishing of liberties, there are
surely cases in which democracy is not viable. Dictatorships fare better when these factors are taken into
account. However, while India chose democracy, China chose a dictatorship of some sorts. It is after Deng
Xiao Ping took office, the economy of China is moving fast. As such, tax revnue is lesser than government
expenditure, resulting in an increasing budget deficit. The regular Afrobarometer survey of the African
continent has found declining levels of support for democracy in many key countries. The consequence was
known as the Chilean Miracle. In terms of economic sense, we can look at US, the land of liberty. When we
cross refer to China, we can see that the case is totally different. This framework can be efficiently managed,
ignoring the special interests that need to be relatively reconciled in democracies, through a time consuming
process. Therefore one should not value the cost of election by the capital required to conduct an election but
by the cost of what would happened if we take out that election. Thus providing a bargain for investors.
Furthermore, some have argued that voters may not be educated enough to exercise their democratic right.
Democracy is two coyotes and a lamb voting on what to have for lunch. A dictatorship will only last as long as
its dictator is alive. But we were further appalled upon reading the arguments the opposition team during their
second speech, since not one the examples of dictatorships they provided out of their own free will and
initiative that is, without the proposition first presenting that example met their own definition. Einstein, the
famous scientist, one said, "Dictators of genius are succeeded by scoundrels. Others criticize democracy for
being immoral on the grounds that it coercively involves people, i. Strengthening the National Unity The good
side of the dictator is strengthen national unity and solidarity. Everyone is chanting one slogan: democracy is
the only political ideology to be followed. The evidence of that is Yugoslavia. Our definition of dictatorship
is: "A form of government in which absolute power is concentrated in a dictator or a small clique". We would
also like to point out that seeing the examples stated that categorizes different type of government to be called
as a 'Dictatorship' has caused us to pend our counter arguments. This argument should not be interpreted to
show that Dictatorship is more clever in economics than other form of government; the capabilities to attract
Foreign Direct Investment, establish a Pro -Investment framework,etc. Not happy with this, they continued to
further cripple their definition when they asserted that "the so-called dictator amputates its authoritative power
and giving it to the market", thus further restricting "real" dictators only to market-hostile dictatorships, it
could certainly be inferred that since their definition didn't even work for their examples, having a useful
definition of dictatorship for the debate was not one of their priorities. Because Democracy is a form of
government that all citizens have equal rights in decision making that can change their lives.


